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Motivation:
Prediction of SM not observed so far
Study Wtb coupling in top production

Measure |Vtb| directly:
Cross sections sensitive to new physics

s-channel: resonances (heavy W′ boson, charged Higgs boson, Kaluza-
Klein excited WKK, technipion, etc.), t-channel: flavor-changing neutral 
currents (t – Z / γ / g – c / u couplings), Fourth generation of quarks

Top properties
Polarized top quarks – spin correlations measurable in decay products, 

Measure top quark partial decay width and lifetime, CP violation (same 
rate for top and antitop?)

Similar  search  for WH associated Higgs production

2|| tbV∝σ

Single Top Production

σ ~1 pb σ ~ 2pb σ ~0.25 pb

s-channel(“tb”) t-channel(“tqb”) tW production

Tev:
LHC: σ ~11 pb σ ~ 235pb σ ~95 pb
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Event Signatures and Event Selection
One isolated electron or muon
Missing Transverse Energy
At least two or more jets with at 
least one b-tagged jet 

Top pairs, W+jets, and  Multijets are the main
processes that can mimic these signatures
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Background Modeling
W+jets background:

Event kinematics and flavor composition 
modeled using Alpgen generator
Normalized to data before b tagging and 
after subtracting other backgrounds
Additional scale factor α~1.5 for Wbb and 
Wcc

Multijet background:
Modeled using data with a non-isolated lepton 
and jets

Top pair backgrounds modeled using ALPGEN
Normalized to NNLO theoretical prediction 

Diboson (WW,WZ,ZZ)
Very small contribution
CDF: normalized to theoretical prediction
D0: included in W+jets via normalization to 
data

e+2jets (pre-tag)
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Event Yields After B-Tagging

Cross section uncertainties are dominated  by the  
statistical uncertainty
Single top signal is smaller than total background 
uncertainty
Counting events is not a sensitive enough method

Event Yields in 955 pb-1 Data
e+mu, 1tag+2tags combined,2 jets

Sensitivity significantly increased after requiring 
b-tagging, e.g. in 2 jets channel:
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Search Strategy and Analysis Steps

Calculate discriminants that separate signal from
background:

Boosted Decision Trees              D0
Matrix Elements                            D0, CDF
Likelihood Discriminants CDF
Bayesian Neural Networks          D0, CDF

Check discriminant performance using data control samples
Use discriminant output to measure cross section and 
significance Event Discriminant
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Statistical Analysis
Cross Section Measurement

Binned likelihood from discriminant distribution 
Compute posterior probability density of tb+tqb using Bayes’ 
theorem:

Flat positive-defined prior for the cross section 
Systematic uncertainties are treated as Gaussian nuisance 
parameters

For example: for D0 there are 12 distributions with 100 bins 
each that go into this calculation 

Significance
CDF and D0 are using different measures of significance which 

can not be compared directly
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Signal-Background Separation Using 
Matrix Elements

Use the 4-vectors of all reconstructed leptons and jets
Use matrix elements of main signal and background Feynman diagrams to compute an 
event probability density for signal and background hypotheses

b = b-tagging NN probability (event-by-event)

)|()()()(....1)( 2121 yxWqfqfdqdqydxP i
comb

n
i

rrrr σ
σ ∫ ∫∑=

differential cross section 
(LO matrix element) parton distribution functions

transfer function: mapping from
parton-level variables (y) to

reconstruction-level variables (x)
Calculate a discriminant using above probability:
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Matrix Elements Analysis

All channels 
combined

tqb MC Wbb MC

Consider only 2-jet events.
Single channel search
(e+mu ,1tag and 2tags combined)
Combined search based on 1D disc:

Consider 2-jet and 3-jet events
Six separate search channels
(e, mu) x (2,3 jets) x (1,2 tags)
Combined search based on 2D disc:
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Boosted Decision Trees Analysis
Machine-learning technique, widely used in social sciences,     
some use in HEP

Start at first “node ” : For each variable, find splitting value with best 
separation between two children (mostly signal in one, mostly 
background in the other)
Select variable and splitting value with best separation to produce two 
“branches”. Repeat recursively on each node
Stop when improvement stops or when too few events are left Decision 
tree output for each event = leaf purity closer to 1(0) for signal (background)

Improve performance of DT by using adaptive boosting , 
which averages over many trees, diluting the piecewise nature of the
DT output

NodeNode

LeafLeaf

BackgroundSignal

Signal

NN
N

Purity
+

=
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Cross Checks
validate a background model in side-band regions without looking at single top 
candidates.
Examples:
a) An enriched W+light jets background
b) An enriched W+heavy jets background
c) A top pair (dilepton) background
d) An enriched top pair background

tqb ME Discriminant

a) ME discriminant for
2-jet events with no
b-tags

c) ME discriminant for
2-jet dilepton events with 

1 b-tag

b) 2-jet1 btag
HT<175GeV

d)  4-jet,1 btag with  
HT>300GeV
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CDF Results

Compatibility of CDF ResultsCompatibility of CDF Results
Performed common pseudo-experiments
Correlation among analyses: ~60-70%
1.2% of the pseudo-experiments had an outcome 
as different as the one observed in data

Likelihood                                   Neural networks                              Matrix Element
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DD00 ResultsResults
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Evidence for single top production!!

DD00 CombinationCombination
Three measurements are not 100% correlated
A combination of these measurements gives:

   3.5                         3.18.4 σσ ⇒±=+tqbtb

% (3.4σ)

Significance of
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Summary:  
Three multivariate techniques applied 
to separate signal from background
Boosted decision trees gives result 
with 3.4 σ significance

First Evidence for Single Top Production

First direct measurement of |Vtb|

Outlook:  
- We have already collected more than twice the data used for this analysis
Hopefully, evidence will turn into observation soon!

- With Tevatron breaking its own Luminosity records every week, and with all 
the experience gained in search for single top, we are already closing in on 
many things, including Higgs – so,

stay tuned for more exciting news from the Tevatron!!!
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12 Analysis Channels 
W Transverse Mass

2 jets

Electrons

3 jets

4 jets

1 tag 2 tags
Muons

1 tag 2 tags
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Systematic Uncertainties
Uncertainties are assigned for each signal and 
background component in all analysis channels
Correlations between channels and sources are 
taken into account

Cross section uncertainties are
dominated by  the  statistical
uncertainty,  the systematic
contributions are all small

Uncertainties that  also affect the Uncertainties that  also affect the 
shapes of  the distributionsshapes of  the distributions

Uncertainties affecting single top
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Decision Tree Variables

Same list of variables used for all analysis channels
Adding more variables does not degrade the performance
Reducing the number of variables always reduces sensitivity of the analysis
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DT Event Characteristics

Mass (lepton,ET,btagged-jet)  [GeV]

W Transverse Mass   [GeV]

DT Discriminant < 0.3

Mass (lepton,ET,btagged-jet) [GeV]

DT Discriminant > 0.65

W Transverse Mass   [GeV]
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Correlation Between 3 Methods

Results from the three methods 
are consistent with each other
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Measuring |Vtb|

3-generation and unitary CKM matrix 

CP conserving pure V−A interaction:

Most general tbW vertex:

Within the SM:
1~tbV

0,1 2211 ==== RLRL ffff

No constraint on number of generation and unitarity of CKM matrix

CP conserving pure V-A interaction, but not necessarily of SM strength

Measure      assuming:tbV
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